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Introduction
Scripting is a N3uron module that runs custom scripts based on events like timers, tag changes, conditions, system start-up and system shutdown. These scripts have access to the N3uron API in order to
interact with tags, historical values, configuration, links, node status and so on.
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Creating Module Instances
The first step when using Scripting after N3uron installation is to instantiate a Scripting module:
•

Open N3uron and navigate to the “Config” menu.

•

Click on “Modules”, then create a new module. This instance can be given any name (except names
with special characters like ‘.’, ‘/’, etc.), although users are recommended to name instances in a similar
way to the name of the module being instantiated for easy identification. In this example, it has been
named Scripting.

Figure 1. Creating new module instances
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By setting the module type to Scripting, the created instance will automatically become a Scripting
instance. Once saved, Scripting should appear in the module list in bold because there are unsaved changes.

Figure 2. Setting the instance type

Additionally, each instance can be configured with the following options:
• Required: When set to enabled and when this module is receiving data from other N3uron nodes, all
links will be paused whilst the module is offline to avoid data loss. If disabled, this module will have no
effect on links when offline.
• Start: This section controls how the module behaves when the N3uron service is started (which also
includes service restarts).
o Enabled: If true, the module will automatically start when the N3uron services starts. Otherwise,
the module must be started manually.
o Start delay: When automatic start is enabled, this setting is used to control how much delay
there should be between starting the N3uron service and starting the module. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
• Monitor: This section is used to monitor the status of each module, as well as to enable automatic
restart if it goes offline.
o Automatic restart: If true, whenever the module goes offline (except when manually
stopped by the user), the module will automatically restart.
o Restart delay: Determines the delay before restarting the module after it has gone offline.
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In addition to configuring this instance, each module has a Logger which needs to be
configured separately. The default settings will be sufficient for this, but users will need to
actively open the Logger configuration settings and save the default values to fully apply
the settings.
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Configuration
Upon selecting Scripting in the configuration menu, the following options will be shown:

Figure 3. Scripting options

As shown in the above example, the base configuration settings display the module’s internal scan rate.
This is how often the module checks the different conditions in order to execute the configured scripts.
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Libraries
This section allows users to create shared libraries that will be used by all tasks in this Scripting
instance. These libraries will be pre-loaded upon start-up so that the user doesn’t have to manually load
them upon every use.

Figure 4. Internal library configuration
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Figure 5. External library configuration

Each library should be named accordingly, as this name will later be used to reference the library from
the scripts. Libraries can be one of the following two types:
• Internal: These libraries are usually included with the N3uron installation, and as such, can be loaded
straight-away without pre-installation. Available internal libraries include:
o JSZip: This library is used to read and write .zip files. The included version is 3.1.4. More
information can be found at JSZip.
o LZ4: This library is used to compress data using the LZ4 algorithm. The included version is
0.5.3. More information can be found at LZ4.
o Moment.js: This library is used to parse and format dates & times. This library version includes both moment (version 2.23.0) and moment-timezone (version 0.5.23). More information can be found at Moment and Moment Timezone.
o MongoDB: This library is used to connect and execute queries to a MongoDB database.
The included version is 2.1.10. More information can be found at MongoDB.
o MQTT.js: This library is used to communicate with a MQTT broker using the MQTT protocol.
The included version is 2.2.1. More information can be found at MQTT.js.
o MySQL: This library is used to connect to a MySQL database and execute queries. The
included version is 2.17.1. More information can be found at MySQL.
o PostgreSQL: This library is used to connect to a PostgreSQL database and execute queries.
The included version is 6.4.2. More information can be found at PostgreSQL.
o Protobuf.js: This library is used to serialize and parse messages using Google’s Protocol
Buffers format. The included version is 6.8.0. More information can be found at Protobuf.js.
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o SQL Server: This library is used to connect to a SQL Server database and execute queries.
The included version is 3.3.0. More information can be found at SQL Server.
o WebSockets: This library is used to create a WebSocket client and server. The included
version is 1.1.0. More information can be found at WebSockets.
o Xml2Js: This library is used to serialize and parse XML. The included version is 0.4.16. More
information can be found at Xml2Js.
• External: These libraries do not come bundled with N3uron and must be installed separately by the
user. They can either be installed manually, or through the Node Package Manager. More information about how to install libraries using NPM can be found here. When using external libraries, a
path must be provided for the data folder being used for the current Scripting instance. For example,
if using the default windows installation path and a Scripting instance named as “Scripting”, the data
folder would be:

C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\data\Scripting
This path should either point to the folder containing the library (e.g. node_modules/name), or to the
file containing the module.exports object (for user made libraries).
The above screenshot shows 5 libraries, 4 of which are internal (mongo, mqtt, mysql and ws) and one
external library (request).

External libraries must be compatible with node 0.12.7.
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Tasks
A task is a collection of different actions, each with its own trigger, which can execute one or several scripts.
Each task is independent from the others, and all tasks are scanned in alphabetical order. Finally, despite
being independent, they can also share data between tasks using a global object, as detailed in $.global:

Figure 6. Task options

Each Task can be individually enabled or disabled by configuring the “Enabled” option. If the task is
disabled, none of the actions in the task will be triggered and the scripts will not be executed. Each task
can have an unlimited number of actions.
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Actions
An action is an object that can have several scripts, as well as a trigger, which will kick-start the execution
of these scripts. There are 5 different types of actions, each with their own configuration settings:
• Start-up: Executes the scripts when the module starts.
• Shutdown: Executes the scripts when the module shuts down.
• Periodic: Executes the scripts after a configurable period.
• Change: Executes the scripts when the specified tag changes.
• Condition: Executes the scripts when the specified tag fulfils a condition.
Start-up and shutdown do not require any specialized configuration, whilst the others require different configuration settings to be applied.
Periodic
Periodic actions offer the following configuration options:

Figure 7. Periodic options

The period is used to specify how often the action is triggered.
The period type can be either of the following options:
• Fixed delay: The action triggers after period ms have passed since the scripts have completely
finished executing. For example, if the scripts take 250 ms to complete execution, the period is set
to 10000 ms, and the current time is 00:00:00.000, the first execution will be at 00:00:10.000, the
second execution at 00:00:20:250, and the third at 00:00:30.500 and so on.
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• Fixed rate: The action triggers after period ms have passed since the last trigger, whether there are
any active scripts still running or not. For example, if the scripts take 250 ms to complete execution,
the period is set to 10000 ms, and the current time is 00:00:00.000, the first execution will be at
00:00:10.000, the second execution at 00:00:20:000, and the third at 00:00:30.000 and so on.
Change
Tag change actions offer the following configuration options:

Figure 8. Tag change options

• Tag: selects which tag to use as the trigger for this action. Each action can only have one assigned
tag (tag groups are not valid).
• Property: selects which of the tag’s properties should be monitored for changes. It can be any property, or alternatively, the value, quality or timestamp.
• Initial change: specifies whether the initial tag subscription should trigger the scripts.
• Maximum event buffer size: When tag events occur faster than the scan rate, for example, if several
events are received from a S&F mechanism, these events are buffered up to the maximum buffer size,
and the action will be triggered each scan cycle, until the buffer is empty again. If the buffer becomes full,
old events are replaced by newer events. Setting the buffer to 0 disables it, meaning that the action will
only be triggered when a tag changes after each scan cycle.
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Condition
Condition actions offer the following configuration options:

Figure 9. Condition options

• Tag: Selects which tag will be used to check the condition.
• Property: Selects which tag property will be used to check the condition. It can be the value, the
quality or the timestamp.
• Initial change: Selects whether the value from the initial subscription should be checked or not.
• Maximum event buffer size: When tag events occur faster than the scan rate, for example, if several
events are received from a S&F mechanism, these events are buffered up to the maximum buffer size,
and the action will be triggered upon each scan cycle until the buffer is empty again. If the buffer becomes
full, old events are replaced by newer events. Setting the buffer to 0 disables it, meaning that the action
will only be triggered when a tag changes after each scan cycle.
• Condition: The evaluation settings used to check whether the action is true or false. It can be any
of the following:
o Less than: The tag property must be less than a fixed value.
o Less than or equal: The tag property must be less or equal to a fixed value.
o Equal to: The tag property must be equal to a fixed value.
o Not equal to: The tag property must be different to a fixed value.
o Greater than: The tag property must be greater than a fixed value.
o Greater than or equal: The tag property must be greater or equal to a fixed value.
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• Value: This value is compared to the selected tag property to check if the condition is true or false
• Condition type determines how the action will be triggered. Valid values are:
o If true: The action will trigger when the condition is true.
o If false: The action will trigger when the condition becomes false.
o While true: The action will trigger once, when the condition becomes true, and then trigger
again after the specified period passes while the condition remains true.
o While false: The action will trigger once when the condition becomes false, and then trigger
again after the specified period passes while the condition remains false.
• Trigger on update is only available when the condition is either “If true” or “If false”. When enabled, the action will trigger every time there is a new tag update matching this condition. Otherwise,
the action will only trigger the first time the condition matches, and won’t trigger again until the condition is cleared and subsequently matches again
• Period: the amount of time between successive triggers when using either “while true” or “while
false” conditions.
• Period type: Selects the behaviour of the timer.
o Fixed delay: The timer starts after the last script triggered by this action has finished. For
example, if the scripts take 250ms to complete execution, the period is set to 10000ms, and
the current time is 00:00:00.000, the first execution will be at 00:00:10.000, the second execution at 00:00:20:250, and the third at 00:00:30.500 and so on.
o Fixed rate: The timer starts as soon as possible after the last trigger, whether there are
active scripts still running or not. This ensures that the scripts execute at a fixed rate every
time. For example, if the scripts take 250ms to complete execution, the period is set to
10000ms and the current time is 00:00:00.000, the first execution will be at 00:00:10.000,
the second execution at 00:00:20:000, and the third at 00:00:30.000 and so on.

Scripts
A script is JavaScript code that will execute every time the actions triggers. Each action can have one
or more scripts, and will be executed in alphabetical order.
Each script has access to several objects and functions that are used to interface with N3uron and to
share data between different scripts in the same task or between different tasks. All of these objects are
detailed in the API section of this manual.
Scripts also have access to all Node.js native libraries, and some of these libraries are loaded upon
start-up, so they don’t need to be explicitly requested. Node.js libraries available at start-up are fs, net,
http, EventEmitter, os, path, crypto and zlib.
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Each script has the following options:

Figure 10. Script options

• Enabled: Scripts are only executed if enabled.
• Script: The script itself is defined by clicking on the symbol in the script field, which will subsequently
open a popup with a text field where the script can be entered. This multi-line editor area includes
function folding and keyword highlighting.
• If running: Defines the action to be taken if the action is triggered again while the script is still running. There are three different options:
o Continue current execution: The new trigger is ignored, and the script will continue the current execution.
o Abort previous execution: The new trigger overwrites the old execution, so the old execution is terminated and the script starts again.
o Start a new instance: The script begins a new execution while the old one is still active. This
option is usually not recommended, since having various scripts active can result in race conditions if shared resources are used. If this option is used, the maximum limit of concurrent executions is used to limit the number of executions running at the same time.
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• Retry options: Controls the behaviour of a script when an error is encountered.
o Retry count: Selects how many times the script will retry, before aborting
o Retry delay: The delay of the scripts between retries.
• Auto-demotion: Used to stop execution of the script if it runs out of retries in the same execution. If
this happens, all instances of that script will be terminated, and the script won’t trigger again until
after the demotion time passes.

Figure 11. Multi-line editor for writing the script’s JavaScript code
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Source
Scripting can also act as a data provider for tags. To do this, all new tags will need to be configured with
Scripting as their source, as seen in the following screenshot:

Figure 12. Scripting source tag configuration

Scripting source tags accept a single optional parameter in the form of an alias that will be used to
reference the tag when providing data for that tag. If provided, the tag can be updated using said alias,
otherwise, the full path will need to be used. The full path can be used regardless of whether a tag has
an alias or not. In order to update a tag, $.api.tag.update or $.api.tag.updateAlias must be called.
Source tags can also accept write commands. By default, they are set to have no write handler and
therefore, any write command will return an error. Handlers needs to be manually registered by calling
$.api.tag.onWrite or $.api.tag.onWriteAlias, depending on whether the tag has an associated alias or
not. After a handler has been registered, this handler will be called whenever a write command is issued
to a source tag. If one of the handlers is not present, any write commands targeting that tag will return
an error (e.g. if a tag has an alias but the WriteAlias is not registered, writes to that tag will fail).
Each write command can only have one handler at any time. If a new handler is registered, this will
overwrite any previous handlers. Handlers can also be removed by calling the respective function again
using a null argument.
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API
Each script has access to the $ object containing several other objects and functions to interface with
N3uron’s API. The following can be accessed using $.NAME:

sprintf(format, arg1, arg2, …)
Apart from the Node.js API and the N3uron API, Scripting has access to a function called sprintf.
This function is used to return new strings by formatting any given string with a list of arguments. The
format is similar to printf, meaning that placeholders can be used by implementing the special character %. The following list displays the valid placeholders for different data types:
• Integer: %d or %i
• String: %s
• Binary: %b
• JSON: %j
• ASCII character in decimal: %c
• Scientific notation: %e
• Floating point: %f
• Fixed point: %g
• Octal: %o
• Unsigned integer: %u
• Hexadecimal lowercase: %x
• Hexadecimal uppercase: %X
• Node buffer: %r
If the integer and unsigned integer format types receive a decimal number, the decimal part will be truncated.
All formats that allow decimal numbers, such as floating point or scientific notation, can be configured
to specify the required number of decimals to be displayed using the format %.xY, where x is the number
of decimals, and Y is the format used (f, for floating point; e, for exponential, etc.). For example, to show
a floating-point number with 2 decimals the following format must be used: %.2f.
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See below for examples of all the different format options in the following script:
$.sprintf("Numbers are: %d and %i", 10, 15.7)
//Numbers are: 10 and 15

$.sprintf("String is: %s", "Hello world!");
//String is: Hello world!

$.sprintf("The binary representation of 5 is: %b", 5);
// The binary representation of 5 is: 101

$.sprintf("The ASCII character with decimal value 48 is %c", 48);
// The ASCII character with decimal value 48 is 0

$.sprintf("1000 in scientific notation is: %e", 1000);
1000 in scientific notation is: 1e3

$.sprintf("1234 in scientific notation and 2 decimals is: %.2e", 1234);
//1234 in scientific notation and 2 decimals is: 1.23e3

$.sprintf("12.34 in floating point notation is: %f", 12.34)
//12.34 in floating point notation is: 12.34

$.sprintf("12.3456 in fixed point notation is: %.3g", 12.3456);
//12.3456 in fixed point notation is: 12.3

$.sprintf("12 in octal is: %o", 12);
//12 in octal is: 14

$.sprintf("-10 in unsigned integer format is: %u", -10)
//-10 in unsigned integer format is: 4294967286

$.sprintf("30 in hexadecimal is: %x", 30);
//10 in hexadecimal is: 1e

$.sprintf("30 in uppercase hexadecimal is: %X", 30);
//30 in uppercase hexadecimal is: 1E

var buf = new Buffer(["Hello world! "]);
$.sprintf("The buffer is: %r", buf);
//The buffer is: <48 65 6c 6c 6f 20 77 6f 72 6c 64 21>;
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$.global
The $.global object is an object shared with all the tasks in the module. This can be used to share data
between scripts from different tasks.

$.local
The $.local object is shared by all the scripts within the same task, but will not be shared between tasks.
An example use for this object is for initializing a resource in a Start-up action, and then using it in a
Periodic action.

$.lib
The $.lib object is where all static libraries are stored. These libraries can be used directly by using
$.lib.libraryName. The Libraries section of this manual provides more details about the use of libraries.

$.paths
The $.paths object contains different paths for N3uron, irrespective of where N3uron is installed or the
operating system. The $.paths object has two nested objects, one labelled global and one labelled local.
These refer both to the paths used by N3uron itself, and those used by this specific instance of Scripting.
For instance, if using the default windows installation folder and the current Scripting instance named
as “Scripting”, the $.paths object would be formatted as follows:
{
base: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron,
global: {
bin: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\bin,
config: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\config,
log: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\log,
data: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\data,
licenses: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\licenses
},
local: {
bin: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\bin\modules\Scripting,
config: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\config\Scripting,
log: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\log\Scripting,
data: C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\data\Scripting
}
}
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$.exit([err])
The $.exit function is used to indicate that the current execution has finished. This function needs to be
called every time the script execution is over, otherwise the script will always be marked as running,
even if the actual code execution has finished. The $.exit function can take one parameter, which can
be an Error object or a String to signify that the execution has ended with an error. When calling the
$.exit function, the addition of a return clause is recommended in order to guarantee that the $.exit
function is the last function to be called.

$.event
The $.event object contains information about what triggered the current execution. This object will vary
depending on which type of action launched the script. See below list of the $. event objects for all actions:
• Start-up
$.event.startTime: Time the module was started, in UNIX epoch with milliseconds.
• Shutdown.
$.event.stopTime: Time the module was stopped, in UNIX epoch with milliseconds.
• Periodic.
$.event.time: Time when the periodic action was triggered, in UNIX epoch with milliseconds.
• Tag change
$.event.tag: The full path of the tag that changed.
$.event.oldValue: Old value of the tag before the change. Should be an object containing value (value
type depends on the tag type), quality (quality - a number representing the OPC quality) and
timestamp (ts - value in UNIX Epoch milliseconds).
$.event.newValue: New value as an object containing value, quality and timestamp.
$.event.changes: An object containing Boolean values for each tag’s properties, representing which
properties have changed in the update. True means that the property has changed, false means it
remains the same as the old value.
• Condition
$.event.tag: The full path of the tag that triggered the condition.
$.event.value: Object containing the value that triggered the condition, or the current value if the
condition type is whileTrue or whileFalse. The object contains value, quality and timestamp.
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The following code block contains examples of all the different $.event objects:
//Startup at 2018-01-15 14:00:00
$.event.startTime -> 1516021200000

//Shutdown at 2018-01-15 15:00:00
$.event.stopTime -> 1516024800000

//Periodic trigger at 2018-01-15 14:10:00
$.event.time -> 1516021800000

//Tag /Plant1/ActivePower changes from 1000 to 1020
$.event.tag -> "/Plant1/ActivePower"
$.event.oldValue -> {value:1000, quality: 192, ts: 1516021800000}
$.event.newValue -> {value:1020, quality: 192, ts: 1516023000000}
$.event.changes -> {value:true, quality: false, ts: true}

//Tag /Plant1/Alarm changes from 0 to 1, triggering a condition
$.event.tag -> "/Plant1/Alarm"
$.event.value -> {value:1, quality:192, ts: 1516023000000}

$.config
The $.config object contains static information about the action that triggered the script. This object
contains the following data:
$.config.type: An enumeration that identifies the action that triggered this script. The values for this
enumeration are the following:
• Start-up: 0
• Shutdown: 1
• Periodic: 2
• Tag change: 3
• Condition: 4
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$.logger(message, …arguments)
The $.logger object is used to log messages to disk, and can be used for both debugging and informative
purposes. The log file can be found in N3uron/log/ScriptingInstance/. It is shared by both the internal
module code and any messages written by users, which can be easily distinguished by the “User” string
appended to them. The logger has five different logging levels:
• $.logger.error()
• $.logger.warn()
• $.logger.info()
• $.logger.debug()
• $.logger.trace()
Each logging function has two arguments:
o (String) message: Format string using printf formatting (using the “%” character).
o (Any) arguments: Arguments that will replace placeholders in the format string.
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$.api
The $.api object is used to interface with N3uron, and provides access to several elements, such as
tags, links, host machine stats, etc. Each of these functions is hosted in a different namespace. For
example, functions that affect tags are hosted in the tag namespace, functions that provide the status
of a host machine are hosted in the system subspace and so on.
The different subspaces and their functions are as follows:
• $.api.system:
$.api.system.status(callback(err, result))
This function queries the status of the host system, and returns an object with information about the
current hardware, the host name, uptime, etc. It requires a single parameter:
o (Function) callback (err, result): The callback function will be called when the asynchronous operation has finished. It has two parameters:
▪ (String) err: An error string if the operation fails, or null if it has completed without errors.
▪ (Object) result: The result of the function. This object has the following structure:
•
$.api.system.status(function(err, result));
{
"n3": {
"pid": 3440,
"up": 32808799,
"versions": ["1.18.0-180806.1233", "1.30.0-180917.1720"],
"node": "n3-dev",
"tags": {
"local": 181,
"remote": 0
}
},
"sys": {
"hostname": "N3uron-Dev",
"ts": 1542286072492,
"up": 52247758,
"cpu": ["Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6500U CPU @ 2.50GHz", 2592, 4],
"usage": {
"cpu": [1632, 10000],
"ram": [2034872320, 4294434816],
"disk": [110533468160, 390679490560]
}
}
}
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$.api.link
$.api.link.get(callback (err, result))
This function retrieves information about the link status of the current node, as well as any links it has
established. The function has a single parameter:
o (Function) callback (err, result): This function will be called when the asynchronous request
finishes. It has two parameters:
▪ (String) err: Error string if the operation fails, or null if it succeeds.
▪ (Object) result: Resulting object with information about the current node and any established links. The following is an example of this object:
$.api.link.get(function(err, result));
{
"ts": "2018-11-15T14:36:16.105Z",
"nodeInfo": {
"name": " n3-dev"
},
"sfPauseRequests": {
"bootstrap": false,
"WebUI": false,
"Historian": false,
"Modbus Client": false,
"Scripting": false,
},
"sfPaused": false,
"links": {
"Remote": {
"name": "Remote",
"type": "out",
"online": false,
"subscription": null,
"buffer": {
"pendig": false,
"folder": "D:\n3uron\data\bootstrap\
links\Remote\sf",
"capacity": 10000,
"packetSize": 10000,
"count": 0
},
"sfPauseRequests": {
"Scripting": true
},
"sfPaused": true
}
}
}
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$.api.link.sfPause(link, paused)
This function is used to pause the store and forward mechanisms for a specific link. In this way, no
more tag events reach this node until the current ones have been processed. The arguments are:
o (String) link: The name of the link whose S&F mechanism will be paused
o (Boolean) paused: True pauses the S&F mechanism, false resumes the S&F.
• $.api.tag
$.api.tag.browse(path, options, callback(err, result))
This function returns all the tags and tag groups present in the given path. It runs with three arguments:
o (String) path: Selects which tag group to browse. To browse the root path, this argument
should be ‘/’.
o (Object) options: This can be any of the following. To use default values, this setting can
be set as an empty object ({}):
▪ (Boolean) hideTags: If true, exclude tags from the result. Default: false
▪ (Boolean) hideGroups; If true, exclude groups from the result. Default: false
▪ (Boolean) recurrent: If true, the result also contains tags inside other tag groups in
the path. Default: true
▪ (Boolean) flat: If true, returns a flat array instead of an object tree. Default: false
o (Function) callback(err, res): This function is called after the asynchronous browse completes. It has two arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the browse operation fails, or null if the operation
succeeded.
▪ (Array | Object)result: An array or an object containing the tags and groups in the
current path, depending on the options.
$.api.tag.browse("/Scripting/", {recurrent:true, flat:true }, function(err, res));
["Scripting/Tag1",
"Scripting/Input/Tag1",
"Scripting/Input1/Tag2",
"Scripting/Output1/Tag2",
"Scripting/Output1/Tag2"]
$.api.tag.browse("/Scripting/", {recurrent:true}, function(err, res));
"Scripting": {
"tags": ["Tag1"],
"groups": {
"Input": {
"tags": ["Tag1", "Tag2"]
},
"Output": {
"tags": ["Tag1", "Tag2"]
}
}
}
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$.api.tag.read(path, options, callback(err, result))
This function reads the value of one or more tags in the specified path. It runs with 3 arguments:
o (String) path: The path of the tag to be read, or a group. If it’s the latter, the path has to
end with ‘*’.
o (Object) options: This can be any of the following, or an empty object ({}) to set the
values to default:
▪ (Boolean) recurrent: If true, it will read the values of all the tags nested inside other
tag groups in the specified path. Default: false
▪ (String) filter: Regular expression used to filter which tags to read from the current path.
This string can be any regular expression, but it can’t have any regular expression flags.
o (Function) callback (err, result): This callback will be called after the asynchronous request
finishes. It has two arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the operation fails, or null if it is successful.
▪ (Object) result: An object containing the result from the reading. The result contains
value, quality and timestamp.
$.api.tag.read("/Scripting/Tag1",{}, function(err, result));
{
"status": {
"value": 1,
"ts": "2018-11-15T15:45:49.487Z"
},
//data contains the current value, quality and timestamp
"data": {
"value":20,
"quality": 192,
"ts": "2018-11-15T15:45:49.487Z"
}
}
$.api.tag.read("/Scripting/*",{recurrent:true,

filter:

"(?:In|Out)put"},

func-

tion(err, result));
{
"tags": {
//Tag1 is not present because it doesn’t match the filter
},
"groups": {
"Input": {
"tags": {
"Tag1": {
"status": {...},
"data": {...}
},

–– continues on the next page
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"Tag2": {
"status": {...},
"data": {...}
}
}
},
"Output": {
"tags": {
"Tag1": {
"status": {...},
"data": {...}
},
"Tag2": {
"status": {...},
"data": {...}
}
}
}

$.api.tag.details(path, options, callback(err, res))
This function is used to obtain details about a tag or a tag group, including its inner tags. It has three
arguments:
o (String) path: The path of the tag to be read, or a group. If it’s the latter, the path must end with ‘*’.
o (Object) options: This can be any of the following, or an empty object to set the values to default:
▪ (Boolean) recurrent: If true, it will read the values of all the tags nested inside other tag
groups in the specified path. Default: false
▪ (String) filter: Regular expression used to filter which tags to read from the current path.
This string can be any regular expression, but it can’t have any regular expression flags.
o (Function) callback (err, result): This callback will be called after the asynchronous request
finishes. It has two arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the operation fails, or null if it succeeds.
▪ (Object) result: An object containing the result from the reading. The result contains
the details about the tags in the given path.
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$.api.tag.details("/Scripting/Tag1",{}, function(err, result));

{
"fullPath": "/Scripting/Tag1",
"remote": null,
"status": {
"value": 1,
"ts": "2018-11-15T15:45:49.487Z"
},
"data": {
"value": null,
"quality": 192,
"ts": "2018-11-15T15:45:49.487Z"
},
"config": {
"description": "",
"type": "number",
"format": null,
"deadband": "0.1u",
"clientAccess": "R",
"engUnits": "",
"default": null,
"simulation": {
"enabled": false
},
"security": {},
"extensions": {
"scaling": {
"enabled": false,
"raw": [0, 1000],
"eu": [0, 1000],
"clamp": [false, false]
},

"source": {
"enabled": false,
"type": "",
"module": ""
},

–– continues on the next page
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"history": {

"enabled": false,
"module": ""
},
"events": {
"enabled": false
}
}
}
}

$.api.tag.history(tag, start, end, options, callback(err, result))
This function is used to obtain historical information about a tag. It has five arguments:
o (String) tag: The historical data will be returned to this tag.
o (String) start: The start time of the historical data, in ISO format.
o (String) end: The end time of the historical data, in ISO format.
o (Object) options: These options will be used to select how to return the historical data. It
can be any of the following:
▪ (String) mode: It can be “raw”, “aggregated”, “filter” or “delta”. It has the same effect
as these mods in the Historical view of N3uron WebUI.
▪ (String) method: Specifies the aggregation method. It can be “first”, “last”, “min”,
“max” and “avg”.
▪ (Number) interval: Specifies the aggregation interval, in milliseconds.
o (Function) callback (err, result): This callback will be called after the asynchronous request
finishes. It has two arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the operation fails, or null if it succeeds.
▪ (Object) result: An object containing the result from the reading. The result contains
the details about the tags in the given path. The below block shows an example with
a single tag:
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$.api.tag.history("/Historian/Tag1", "2018-11-15T15:48:10.000Z", "2018-1115T16:48:10.000Z", {mode:"raw"}, function(err, result));
{
"request": {
"tag": "/Scripting/Tag1",
"start": 1542296890000,
"end": 1542300490000,
"options": {
"mode": "raw"
}
},
"data": [
[1542299626765, 63226],
[1542299636765, 63236],
[1542299646766, 63246],
[1542299656765, 63256],
[1542300256898, 63856]
]
}

$.api.tag.write(tag, value, callback(err))
This function is used to write a value to a tag. It has three arguments:
o (String) tag: The tag where the value will be written. It can only be a tag, it can’t be a group.
o (String | Number | Boolean) value: The value that will be written to the tag. It can be either
a string, number or Boolean depending on the type of the tag.
o (Function) callback (err): This callback will be called after the asynchronous request finishes. It has one argument:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the operation fails, or null if it succeeds.
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$.api.tag.getViews (options, callback(err, views))
Returns an array of available view options in this node as strings. It takes two arguments:
o (Object) options: An object containing options applicable to this function. There are currently no options used in this function, but the object is present here for future expansion
opportunities.
o (Function) callback (err, views): A callback function to be called when the view request
finishes. This callback takes two parameters:
▪ (String) err: Indicates the string containing an error message if the function has not
been completed successfully or null if successful.
▪ (String[]) views: Strings containing the names of the different view options available
in this node.
//If the node has the following views: "Read Only", "Outer Link1", "Outer Link2"
$.api.tag.getViews({}, function(err, result));
Result -> ["Read Only", "Outer Link1", "Outer Link2"]

$.api.tag.update (tag, value [quality], [ts], [force])
This function updates the value of a specified tag. It takes the following parameters:
o (String) tag: Strings containing the tag path to be updated. If the path is invalid or the tag is not
a Scripting source tag, a warning will be logged and the tag will not be updated.
o (String|number|bool) value: The value that the tag will be updated with. This can be a string, a
number or a boolean, depending on the type of the tag. Null is also permitted.
o (Number) quality: The quality of the event that caused the update. This value is optional and if
not provided the tag will be automatically be updated with quality 192 (good). This value must be
a number in the range of 0-255. While the quality can be any value within that range, N3uron
uses a different enumeration that is a subset of all of these numbers. This enum can be found at
$.utils.qualityCodes.
o (Number) ts: The timestamp of the corresponding event, displayed in UNIX Epoch format with
milliseconds. This value is optional and if not provided, the event timestamp will be set to the
same time when the update function was called.
o (Boolean) force: Controls whether the update will be forced or not. By default, updates will
only be sent to tags if either the value or quality changes. By setting force to true, updates
will always be sent.
//Assuming two tags:
// /Scripting/Source/Tag1 -> Value: 20
// /Scripting/Tag2 -> Value: 30
$.api.tag.update("/Scripting/Source/Tag1", 15, 192, 1585138500000)
// /Scripting/Source/Tag1 -> Value: 15
// /Scripting/Tag2 -> Value: 30
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$.api.tag.updateAlias (alias, value [quality], [ts], [force])
This function updates the value of a specified tag. It takes the following parameters:
o (String) alias: A string containing the alias to be updated. If the alias is invalid, a warning is
logged and no tags will be updated. If multiple tags share the same alias, an update will be
generated with the same value, quality and ts for each tag sharing this alias.
o (String|number|bool) value: The value that the tag will be updated with. This can be a string, a
number or a boolean, depending on the tag type. Null is also permitted.
o (Number) quality: The quality of the event that caused the update. This value is optional and if
not provided, the tag will automatically be updated with quality 192 (good). This value must be a
number in the range of 0-255. While the quality can be any value in that range, N3uron uses a
different enumeration that is a subset of all of these numbers. This enum can be found at
$.utils.qualityCodes.
o (Number) ts: The timestamp of the event, displayed in UNIX Epoch format with milliseconds.
This value is optional and if not provided, the event timestamp will be set to the same time
as when the update function was called.
o (Boolean) force: Controls whether the update will be forced or not. By default, updates will
only be sent to tags if either the value or the quality changes. By setting force to true,
updates will always be sent.
//Assuming three tags:
// /Scripting/Source/Tag1, Alias: Tag1 -> Value: 20
// /Scripting/Tag1; Alias: Tag1 -> Value: 12
// /Scripting/Tag2; Alias: Tag2 -> Value: 30
$.api.tag.updateAlias("Tag1", 15, 192, 1585138500000)
// /Scripting/Source/Tag1 -> Value: 15
// /Scripting/Tag1 -> Value: 15
// /Scripting/Tag2 -> Value: 30
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$.api.tag.browseSource (path, options)
This function returns any source tags present in a given path. When successful, it will return an array
of full tag paths for all source tags present within the group given by the path:
o (String) path: The path to be browsed. This path must start and end with a “/”, otherwise, an
empty array will be returned.
o (Object) options: Object used to pass options to the browse function. Accepts the following
properties:
▪ (Boolean) recurrent: If this option is set to true, subgroups will automatically be
included within the path. Otherwise, only tags present within that path group will be
returned.
//Assuming three tags:
// /Scripting/Source/Tag1, Alias: Tag1 -> Value: 20
// /Scripting/Tag1; Alias: Tag1 -> Value: 12
// /Scripting/Tag2; Alias: Tag2 -> Value: 30
$.api.tag.browseSource("/Scripting/", {});
//Returns -> ["Scripting/Tag1", "Scripting/Tag2"]
$.api.tag.browseSource("/Scripting/", {recurrent: true});
//Returns -> ["Scripting/Source/Tag1", "Scripting/Tag1", "Scripting/Tag2"]

$.api.tag.browseAlias ()
This function is used to browse all tag aliases specified for this Scripting instance. It does not take
any arguments and the return value will be an array containing all tag aliases available to this Scripting instance, displayed as a string.
//Assuming three tags:
// /Scripting/Source/Tag1, Alias: Tag1 -> Value: 20
// /Scripting/Tag1; Alias: Tag1 -> Value: 12
// /Scripting/Tag2; Alias: Tag2 -> Value: 30
$.api.tag.browseAlias();
//Returns -> ["Tag1", "Tag2"]

$.api.tag.onWrite (function(tag, value, cb))
This function is used to register a handler for a write command on a source tag. By default, tag writes
have no handler and will finish with an error. This function takes the following parameter:
o (Function) handler: The handler function will be called whenever a Scripting source tag
receives a write command. The handler takes the following parameters:
▪ (String) tag: The full path of the tag receiving the write command.
▪ (Function) value: The value that was written to the tag. It can be a String, Number
or Boolean, depending on the tag type.
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▪ (Function) cb: Callback function that must be called when writing is finished. If the
callback is not called, the write command will be considered as pending and will
eventually time out. As such, the callback must always be called when an error is
encountered during writing, or when the write command is successful. It accepts a
single parameter in the form of a string containing an error message. If writing is
successful, the callback must be called without any parameters.
$.api.tag.onWriteAlias (function(alias, value, cb))
This function is used to register a handler for a write command on a source tag. By default, tag writes
have no handler and will finish with an error. This function takes the following parameter:
o (Function) handler: The handler function will be called whenever a Scripting source tag
receives a write command. The handler takes the following parameters:
▪ (String) alias: The alias of the tag receiving the write command.
▪ (Function) value: The value that was written to the tag. It can be a String, Number
or Boolean, depending on the tag type.
▪ (Function) cb: Callback function that must be called when writing is finished. If the
callback is not called, the write command will be considered as pending and will
eventually time out. As such, the callback must always be called when an error is
encountered during writing, or when the write command is successful. It accepts a
single parameter in the form of a string containing an error message. If writing is
successful, the callback must be called without any parameters.
//Assuming four tags:
// /Scripting/Source/Tag1
// /Scripting/Source/Tag2, Alias: Tag2
// /Scripting/Tag1; Alias: Tag1
// /Scripting/Tag2; Alias: Tag2
$.api.tag.onWrite(logTagWrite);
$.api.tag.onWriteAlias(logAliasWrite);
function logTagWrite(tag, value, cb) {
$.logger.debug("Tag write received: %s -> %s", tag, value);
cb();
}
function logAliasWrite(alias, value, cb) {
$.logger.debug("Alias write received: %s -> %s", alias, value);
cb();
}
//Write command on /Scripting/Source/Tag1; Value: 10
//Message logged: Tag write received: /Scripting/Source/Tag1 -> 10;
//Write command on /Scripting/Source/Tag2; Value: 7
//Message logged: Alias write received: Tag2 -> 7;
//Write command on /Scripting/Tag2; Value: 23
//Message logged: Alias write received: Tag2 -> 23;
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$.api.tag.addTagListener(tag, listener(tag, data))
This function is used to add a listener that will be called every time the given tag has an update. An
example use for this function is to cache tags in the memory in order to avoid having to execute an
asynchronous reading and instead, simply accessing this cache. It has two parameters:
o (String) tag: The tag that the listener will be attached to.
o (Function) listener (tag, data): This listener will be called whenever the tag updates. It has
two parameters:
▪ (String) tag: The updated tag
▪ (Object) data: The event that triggered the tag update. It is an object with three fields:


(Number | String | Boolean) value: The value of the tag update.



(Number) quality: The quality of the tag update.



(Number) ts: The timestamp of the tag update, in ISO format.

$.api.tag.addTagListener("/Modbus/40001",function(tag, data){
$.logger.trace("Tag updated: %s -> %j", tag, data)
});

//tag /Modbus/40001 update with value 40

Logger |TRACE| => Tag updated: /Modbus/40001 -> {"value":40, "quality":192, ts:
2018-11-16T09:39:10.771Z}

$.api.tag-addTagListener function must only be called once (during startup for instance) in
order to create only one instance of the listener. If this function is called within a periodic script,
a new listener will be created each time the script is executed and eventually it will consume
all the available hardware resources.
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• $.api.alarm:

$.api.alarm.get(path, options, callback(err, data))
This function is used to retrieve a list of all alarms associated with tags in the given path. It can also
retrieve alarms from subfolders, as well as to filter alarms so that only a subset of the alarms is
returned. It has three arguments:
o (String) path: Target path, which can either be a tag or a group.
o (Object) options: These options are used to enable browsing of subfolders or for applying a filter:
▪ (Boolean) recurrent: If enabled, this option will return alarms from all subfolders of a
given path. If disabled, only alarms from the tags in the target group will be returned.
▪ (Object) filter: This object contains the filter used to filter out which alarms should
be received from the target group. Any of the following options can be applied:
▪ (String) path: Regular expression used to filter alarms according to their full path.
Set to null, undefined or “” to disable filtering by full path.
▪ (Number[]) filter: Array of alarm status codes to include in the results. This can be
multiple elements if several status codes are required. Set to null or undefined to
disable filtering by status. The valid alarm status codes are:


0: Cleared and acked



1: Active and acked



2: Cleared and unacked



3: Active and unacked

▪ (Number) Priority: Minimum alarm priority in order for it to be included in the results.
Any alarm with the same priority level or higher will be included. Set to null, undefined
or 0 to disable filtering by priority. The valid priorities are:


0: Low



1: Medium



2: High



3: Critical

o (Function) callback (err, result): This callback will be called once the asynchronous request has finished. It has the following arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the operation fails, or null if it succeeds.
▪ (Object[]) result: Array of alarm information objects. These objects have the
following structure:


(String) path: Alarm full path.



(String) description: Alarm description.



(Number) priority: Alarm priority (same values as the priority values used in
the filter object).



(Number) status: Alarm status (same values as the status values used in the
filter object).



(Number) ts: Timestamp of the last status change, in Unix Epoch format with
milliseconds.
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(Object) ackInfo: Object containing information about the last acknowledgement, or
null if the alarm hasn’t been acknowledged. It has the following properties:


(String) msg: Acknowledgement message.



(String) user: User who acknowledged the alarm.



(String) module: The module that provided the acknowledgement.



(String) node: The node that provided the acknowledgement.

$.api.alarm.get ("/Cabin01/",{recurrent:true, filter:{status: [2,3]}}, function(err, result){
if(err) {
$.logger.warn(err);
return $.exit(err);
}
$.logger.trace("Alarm list: %s -> %j", tag, data);
});
//Assuming two tags, HighWindSpeed and HighTemperatureAlarm with active alarms
(the former being acked by "user01" with message "" ", this function will return
the following array:
[
{
path: "/Cabin01.HighWindSpeed.HiHi",
description: "Very high wind speed"
priority: 3,
status: 2,
value: 50,
ts: 1571131652000,
ackInfo: {
user: "user01",
msg: "Checked",
module: "Scripting"
node: "main"
}
},
{
path: "/Cabin01.HighTemperatureAlarm.Hi",
description: "High temperature"
priority: 2,
status: 3,
value: 81,
ts: 1571131652000,
ackInfo: null
},
]
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$.api.alarm.count(path, options, callback(err, count))
This function returns the number of alarms present in a target path. This includes all alarms, both
cleared and active. If only a subset of alarms is required, a filter must be included. This function has
3 arguments:
o (String) path: Target path, which can be a tag or a group.
o (Object) options: These options are used to enable browsing of subfolders or for applying
a filter to the results. It holds the same structure as the option object in $.api.alarm.get:
o (Function) callback (err, count): This callback will be called once the alarm count request
finishes. It has the following arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the operation fails, or null if it succeeds.
▪ (Number) count: Number of alarms in the target path that also match the given filter.

$.api.alarm.history(path, start, end, options, callback(err, result))
This function returns the number of alarms present in a target path. This includes all alarms, both cleared
and active. If only a subset of alarms is required, a filter must be included. This function has 3 arguments:
o (String) path: Target path, which can be a tag or a group.
o (Number | String) start: Start date of the historical request, in either UNIX Epoch format
with milliseconds, or ISO String.
o (Number | String) end: End date of the historical request, in either UNIX Epoch format with
milliseconds, or ISO String.
o (Object) options: These options are used to enable browsing of subfolders, or for applying
a filter to the results. It holds the same structure as the option object in $.api.alarm.get:
o (Function) callback (err, result): This callback will be called once the historical request
finishes. It has the following arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the request fails, or null if it succeeds.
▪ (Object) result: Object containing two elements: a copy of the request & data from
the historical request.
▪ (Object) request: Copy of the request, including the path, start, end and options objects.
▪ (Object[]) data: Array of alarm information objects, identical to those returned by
$.api.alarm.get. Note that this array may include duplicates of the same alarm as
it includes all alarm state changes (for example: Active unacked -> active acked > cleared acked).
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$.api.alarm.ack(paths, msg, user, callback(err))
This function is used to acknowledge one or multiple alarms containing messages, including those
from a specific user. It has four arguments:
o (String | String[]) paths: Alarm target path or an array of paths when acknowledging multiple alarms at the same time. This should be the path of the alarm to be acknowledged, not
the path of a tag. For example, if the tag /C01/TemperatureAlarm has a “HiHi" alarm,
the path of the alarm would be /C01/TemperaturaAlarm.HiHi
o (String) msg: Message used to acknowledge the alarm.
o (String) user: User who acknowledged the alarm.
o (Function) callback (err): This callback will be called once the acknowledgement request
finishes. It has the following arguments:
▪ (String) err: Error message if the operation fails, or null if it succeeds.

$.utils
The utils header contains several functions that don’t directly interface with the API, but which can be
used to simplify the resulting code.
• $.utils.qualityCodes
This enumeration provides different OPC quality codes that can be used to compare against the
quality value of a tag. The different qualities, along with their values are:
$.utils.qualityCodes = {
BAD_NON_SPECIFIC: 0x00, //0
BAD_CONFIG_ERR0R: 0x04, //4
BAD_NOT_CONNECTED: 0x08, //8
BAD_DEVICE_FAILURE: 0x0C, //12
BAD_SENSOR_FAILURE: 0x10, //16
BAD_LAST_KNOWN_VALUE: 0x14, //20
BAD_COMM_FAILURE: 0x18, //24
BAD_OUT_OF_SERVICE: 0x1C, //28
BAD_UNINITIALIZED: 0x20, //32

UNCERTAIN_NON_SPECIFIC: 0x40, //64
UNCERTAIN_LAST_USABLE_VALUE: 0x44, //68
UNCERTAIN_SENSOR_NOT_ACCURATE: 0x50, //80
UNCERTAIN_EU_UNITS_EXCEEDED: 0x54, //84
UNCERTAIN_SUB_NORMAL: 0x58, //88

GOOD_NON_SPECIFIC: 0xC0, //192
GOOD_LOCAL_OVERRIDE: 0xD8 //216
}
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• $.utils.checkFolder(path)
This function checks if a folder exists in the given path, and recursively creates it if it doesn’t. This
function can be used to create a data folder if it doesn’t exist at the start time. It is a synchronous
function, which means it doesn’t allow any other code to run while creating these different folders.
An example of this function can be seen in the following code:
//Save data to N3uron/data/Scripting/Folder1/Folder2/Folder3.
//Create the folder to hold the data
var folderPath = path.join($.paths.local.data, "Folder1", "Folder2", "Folder3");
$.utils.checkFolder(folderPath);
//1 - Creates N3uron/data/Scripting/Folder1
//2 - Creates N3uron/data/Scripting/Folder1/Folder2
//3 - Creates N3uron/data/Scripting/Folder1/Folder2/Folder3
fs.writeFile(path.join(folderPath, "data.dat"), data, function(err){
if(err) return $.exit(err);
$.logger.info("Data written OK");
$.exit()
});

• $.utils.getProp(obj, prop)
This function recursively retrieves the nested property “prop” from the provided object. Prop is a
string with object keys separated by periods to represent nested objects. It can also use array indexing to access arrays in the given object. If the property is not found, an error will be returned. See
below for an example in the following code block:
//If working with the following object:
var example = {
outerVariable:1,
nestedObject: {
nestedKey:5,
nestedArray: [
10,
{
innermostVariable:100
}
]
}
}

–– continues on the next page
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$.utils.getProp(example, "outerVariable") -> 1
$.utils.getProp(example, "nestedObject.nestedKey") -> 5
$.utils.getProp(example, "nestedObject.nestedArray[0] ") -> 10
$.utils.getProp(example, "nestedObject.nestedArray[1].innermostVariable" -> 100
$.utils.getProp(example, "nonExistent") -> Thrown error
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Installing NPM libraries
Scripting supports the use of any third-party libraries with the following limitations:
• The library must be compatible with node 0.12.7
• Native libraries are not supported. For example, the serialport library.
Node.js version 0.12.7 must first be installed on the host machine in order to install a new third-party
library and all of its dependencies from the NPM using just one single command. The following sections
show how to install Node.js 0.12.7, as well as how to install NPM libraries.

Installing Node.js 0.12.7
• Download the installer from https://nodejs.org/dist/v0.12.7/. There are two versions for Windows, one for
32-bit (node-v0.12.7-x86.msi), and one for 64-bit OS, located in the x64 folder(node-v0.12.7-x64.msi)
• Execute the installer by double clicking on it.

Figure 13. Installing Node.js
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Click next until the Custom Setup window is opened. Include NPM package manager in the features to
install. It is also advisable to add Node.js to PATH:

Figure 14. Installing Node.js

Keep clicking next until Node.js finishes installation. It will then be possible to test if that node has been
successfully installed by opening a command prompt, and running the following command to get the
Node.js version installed: node --version.

Figure 15. Verifying Node.js installation
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Installing NPM libraries
In this example, the request library will be installed in the N3uron node.
1. The first step is to search for the NPM Express library, which in this case is located at
https://www.npmjs.com/package/request. Once you are in the Express library, navigate to the GitHub
page to check the required node version and see if there are any past versions available. The main goal
is to check the library’s compatibility with the 0.12.7 version of Node.js

Figure 16. Library NPM page
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2. Within the GitHub page, there are two ways of checking the required node versions. The majority will be
inconsistent since minimum supported version is not a required field when publishing a library to NPM,
meaning that not all packages will include this. Generally, the requirements can be found either on the
main page (by searching for them) or within the package.json file, as shown in the below screenshot:

Figure 17. Library GitHub page
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3. Within this package.json file, the keyword “engines” can be found using the search function. This keyword
is used to indicate the minimum node version supported by the library, although, as mentioned earlier, this
field is not required. If this keyword search returns no results, the only way to test whether the library is
compatible with Node.js 0.12.7 is by trial and error, i.e. by installing the library and trying to use it. The
following screenshot shows that the current version of the library requires a Node.js version higher than v.6,
and therefore, this library is not compatible with N3uron.

Figure 18. Package.json file
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4. Whilst the current version may not be compatible, an older version might be. Users can check for older
versions of a library by clicking on “Brach: master” and selecting the tags, which will then return a list of all
the versions that have been tagged. By checking these different tags, a compatible version may be found.

Figure 19. Switching library versions
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5. Choosing a previous version will load the package.json for that version. Users can then search for
the minimum Node.js version until a version is found that is compatible with Node.js version 0.12.7.
In the below example, the latest compatible version with Node.js 0.12.7 is version 2.76.1:

Figure 20. Node.js 0.12.7 compatible version
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6. The relevant compatible library can then be installed by calling npm from the command prompt. This
is done by navigating to the data folder of the Scripting instance (in order to configure the library for
use with Scripting). From this folder, a command line prompt can be opened by pressing Shift + Right
Click and selecting “Open command window here”.

Figure 21. Opening command line in the data folder
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7. Once the command line window opens, the following command will be used to install the specified version
of this library: npm install libraryName@libraryversion. If the version is omitted, the latest available version
will be installed. In this example, the 2.76 version of request will be installed.:
npm install request@2.76

Figure 22. Installing library via NPM

Once this is done, a new node_modules folder is created in the Scripting data folder. A request folder can
now be found inside this folder, which corresponds to the library that was just installed. In this instance,
the library can now be referenced in the N3uron Scripting module configuration options by setting the path
to node_modules/request.
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Examples
Inserting tag values to a MySQL database
Scripting can be used to connect to MySQL by using the mysql internal library. More information about internal libraries can be found at Libraries.
The following example shows how to insert each new value of a tag into one of the tables in the database.
In order to do so, create a start-up action that connects to the data base, a shutdown action to easily
disconnect from the database, and a tag change action to insert the new value of the tag to the database.
The table in the database will be named data and its columns are labelled tag, boolValue, quality, ts, millis.
Start-up script:
connect();

function connect(){
var mysql = $.lib["mysql"];
//Options used to connect to the library
var options = {
host:"localhost",
user:"username",
password:"password",
database:"DatabaseName",
insecureAuth:true //Needed if using the legacy auth method
};
//Create and save the connection as a task variable
$.local.sql = $.lib.mysql.createConnection(options);
//Connect to the database
$.local.sql.connect(function(err){
if(err) $.exit(err);
$.logger.info("Connected with ID %d", $.local.sql.threadId);
});
}
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Shutdown script:
end();
function end(){
$.logger.info("Disconnecting from MySQL...");
//Get the task variable sql, and end the connection
$.local.sql.end(function(err){
if(err) return $.exit(new Error("Error disconnecting: "+err));
$.logger.info("Disconnected OK")
$.exit();
})
}

Tag changes script for each tag to insert into the database:
insert();
function insert(){
//The tag to insert
var tagPath = "/Scripting/BoolTag"
//Query preparation
var query = "INSERT INTO `data` (tag, boolValue, quality, ts, millis) VALUES
(?,?,?,FROM_UNIXTIME(?), ?)"
$.logger.debug("Tag changed: %s", tagPath);
//Reading the tag
$.api.tag.read(tagPath, {}, function(err, res){
if(err) return $.exit(err);
$.logger.trace("Tag change %s -> %j", err, res.data);
$.logger.debug("Inserting into DB...")
//The data as Array used for the query (required by the library)
var data = [tagPath, res.data.value, res.data.quality,
Math.round(Date.parse(res.data.ts)/1000), Date.parse(res.data.ts)%1000]
//Query execution
$.local.sql.query(query, data, function(err, results, fields){
if(err) return $.exit(err);
$.logger.debug("Inserted OK");
$.logger.trace(results);
$.exit();
});
});
}
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Reading tag values from Microsoft SQLServer database
This example periodically reads values from an MS SQLServer database and writes the values to N3uron
tags. The database is labelled n3uron and the table is labelled tags and contains two columns: TagName
and TagValue:

Figure 23. Database columns used in this example

In the below example, the tag table contains the following data:

Figure 24. Data sources used in this example
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• Step 1: Create a mssql library instance in the Libraries configuration. This is an internal library. More
information can be found at Libraries.
• Step 2: Create a task (MSSQL in this example) in the Scripting module and then create a start-up
action and a periodic action inside that task:

Figure 25. Configuration of task, actions, and scripts for this example
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•

Step 3: Create the connection script inside the Start-up action with the following code:
var mssql = $.lib.mssql;
var config = {
user: "sa",
password: "myPassword",
server: "localhost",
database: "n3uron"
}
$.local.connected = false;
_connect();
function _connect(){
$.logger.info("Connecting to MSSQL...");
$.local.db = new mssql.Connection(config)
.on("error", function(err){
$.logger.error("Error in MSSQL connection: %s", err);
}).on("connect", function(){
$.logger.info("Connected OK");
});
$.local.db.connect(function(err){
if(err){
$.logger.error("Error connecting to MSSQL: %s", err);
return $.exit();
}
});
}
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• Step 4: Create the script inside the Periodic action in order to read the data from the database and
write the values to the corresponding tags:
• Step 5: Create a Shutdown action to gracefully disconnect the MSSQL connection:
if($.local.db.connected === false) return $.exit();
getData();
function getData(){
var request = new $.lib.mssql.Request($.local.db);
$.logger.debug("Executing query...");
request.query("SELECT * FROM dbo.tags", function (err, res) {
if (err) return _logger.error("Error executing query: %s");
$.logger.debug("Query result is %j",res);
writeTags(res);
});
}
function writeTags(res){
$.logger.debug("Writing tags");
$write(0, res, function(err){
if(err){
$.logger.error("Error writing tags: %s", err);
return $.exit(err);
}
$.logger.debug("Write OK");
$.exit();
});
}
function $write(i, res, cb){
if(i >= res.length){
return cb(null);
}
$.api.tag.write(res[i].TagName, res[i].TagValue, function(err){
if(err) return cb(err);
else setImmediate($write, i+1, res, cb);
});
}

• Step 6: Create a Shutdown action to gracefully disconnect the MSSQL connection:
end();
function end(){
$.logger.info("Disconnecting from MSSQL...");
//Get the task variable sql, and end the connection
$.local.db.close();
$.exit();
}
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Once the task is running, the N3uron tags are updated with the values from the database, in this case
every 10 seconds:

Figure 26. Tag values obtained from the database.
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Iterating through an array asynchronously
This example illustrates how to iterate through an array whilst performing asynchronous operations.
Since JavaScript is an asynchronous language, normal iteration with asynchronous functions does not
work, as the result of each function call won’t be available when the iteration finishes. As such, a different
type of iteration is needed.
This example will use the fs function fs.stat to get the stats of an array of file names:
function getFilesStat(fileArray, cb) {
//Sync code before starting the async loop
//Set up the result array
var res = []
//Start the async loop at index 0, no other code
//should execute after starting the async loop
$asyncLoop(0);
function $asyncLoop(i) {
//Define the next function which will handle calling the next iteration
//of the loop, or exiting the loop if called with error
function $next(err) {
//If next is called with error, the callback will be called with an error
if (err) return setImmediate(cb, null);
//Otherwise, the next iteration is scheduled
else return setImmediate($asyncLoop, ++i);
}
//If the index falls outside of the array range, the iteration is over
//The callback is called with no error, and with the result object
if (i >= fileArray.length) {
return setImmediate(cb, null, res);
}
var fileName = fileArray[i];
//Call the async function using a callback
fs.stat(fileName, function(err, stat) {
//If the callback returns an error, call $next with error
if (err) return $next(err);
//Other sync code can be placed here to manipulate
//the result of the async function
//Push the resulting value into the result array
res.push(stat);
//Call next without error
$next();
});
};
}
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